Assessing Psychopathy Among Justice Involved Adolescents With the PCL: YV: An Item Response Theory Examination Across Gender
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This study used an item response theory (IRT) model and a large adolescent sample of justice involved youth (N = 1,007, 38% female) to examine the item functioning of the Psychopathy Checklist—Youth Version (PCL: YV). Items that were most discriminating (or most sensitive to changes) of the latent trait (thought to be psychopathy) among adolescents included “glibness/superficial charm,” “lack of remorse,” and “need for stimulation,” whereas items that were least discriminating included “pathological lying,” “failure to accept responsibility,” and “lacks goals.” The items “impulsivity” and “irresponsibility” were the most likely to be rated high among adolescents, whereas “parasitic lifestyle,” and “glibness/superficial charm” were the most likely to be rated low. Evidence of differential item functioning (DIF) on 4 of the 13 items was found between boys and girls. “Failure to accept responsibility” and “impulsivity” were endorsed more frequently to describe adolescent girls than boys at similar levels of the latent trait, and vice versa for “grandiose sense of self-worth” and “lacks goals.” The DIF findings suggest that 4 PCL: YV items function differently between boys and girls.
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Adolescents in the juvenile justice system routinely undergo psychological testing and assessment using a vast array of instruments, one of which is the Psychopathy Checklist: Youth Version (PCL: YV; Forth, Kosson, & Hare, 2003). The PCL: YV represents a downward extension of a widely used assessment tool among adults, the Psychopathy Checklist (PCL and PCL-R; Hare, 1980, 1991, 2003). Psychopathy is characterized by a number of interpersonal, affective, and behavioral features, such as lack of remorse and guilt, callousness, and superficial charm (Cleckley, 1976; Hare, 1991).

Many of the items from the PCL: YV were transferred down from the PCL-R with little alteration, leading some to question the appropriateness of the use of this scale with adolescents (Edens, Skeem, Cruise, & Cauffman, 2001). Prior research using the PCL: YV has provided some promising estimates of the reliability and validity of the instrument (see Hare, 2003 and Salekin & Lynam, 2010); however, findings related to the predictive validity of the PCL: YV have been considerably mixed. For instance, while many studies have found that the PCL: YV is predictive of antisocial conduct among adolescents (see Leistico, Salekin, DeCoster, & Rogers, 2008; Olver, Stockdale, & Wormith, 2009 for a review), other research has shown that PCL: YV scores do not predict future offending, especially among adolescent girls (e.g., Odgers, Reppucci, & Moretti, 2005; Vincent, Odgers, McCormick, & Corrado, 2008). The inability of the PCL: YV to predict future offending among adolescents, and girls specifically, has caused some observers to question the usefulness of the instrument with adolescents in the juvenile justice system in general, and, more specifically, has raised questions about whether the PCL: YV may be measuring something different in boys versus girls (Odgers, Moretti, & Reppucci, 2005). If the measure is to continue to be used clinically and with juvenile justice involved youth, more information will be needed on the item functioning of this and other psychopathy indices.
In this study we examine the item functioning of the PCL: YV among one of the largest samples of adolescents offenders assembled to date ($N = 1,007$) using item response theory (IRT) methods. The application of IRT offers the advantages of identifying specific items that may be especially useful in capturing the underlying construct of psychopathy among this population, testing whether items may function differentially, or demonstrate bias, across different populations. IRT also facilitates the identification of items that are good at distinguishing among individuals with different levels of the latent trait, which in this case is thought to be psychopathy.

The factor structure of the Psychopathy Checklist (PCL; Hare, 1980) and the PCL-R (Hare, 1991, 2003) has been studied extensively (e.g., Cooke & Michie, 2001; Hare, 2003; Harpur, Hare, & Hakstian, 1989; Vitacco, Rogers, Neumann, Harrison, & Vincent, 2005; Vitale, Smith, Brinkley, & Newman, 2002). Initially described as having two factors (Hare, 1980, 1991), a four-factor model (Bolt, Hare, Vitale, & Newman, 2004; Hare, 2003) and a 13-item, three-factor model (Cooke & Michie, 2001) have also been proposed. Similar controversies regarding the most appropriate factor structure apply to the PCL: YV (e.g., Jones, Caufman, Miller, & Mulvey, 2006; Kosson et al., 2013; Neumann, Kosson, Forth, & Hare, 2006; Salekin, Brannen, Zalot, Leistico, & Neumann, 2006; Sevecke, Pukrop, Kosson, & Krischer, 2009).

### Item Response Theory

Certain features of IRT are particularly advantageous in examining the functioning of individual items of the PCL: YV. The S-shaped form of item characteristic curves (ICCs) describes the probability of item responses regressed on trait levels. The location and slope of the ICCs describe the varying item difficulty and discrimination, respectively, across items. The location of an ICC corresponds to the latent trait level at which the probability of having a “correct” or an “incorrect” item response is equivalent. Item difficulty ($\beta$) reflects the extent to which the probabilities of item responses differ across trait levels. A smaller $\beta$ value implies a higher probability of a “correct” item response at lower trait levels, indicating an easier to endorse (i.e., observed relatively more frequently) item. The ICC slope ($\alpha$) reflects the extent to which item response probabilities vary as a function of differences in the latent trait. The steeper the slope, the more likely item response probabilities change with small variation in latent trait. An item with a larger $\alpha$ value is better at differentiating across changes in trait levels, indicating a more discriminating item (Crocker & Algina, 2008; Embretson & Reise, 2000).

### Item Properties of the PCL: YV

To date, only three studies have examined the item properties of the PCL: YV using IRT (Dillard, Salekin, Barker, & Grimes, 2012; Schrum & Salekin, 2006; Vincent, 2002). Using Samejima’s (1969) graded response model (GRM) with 13 items of the PCL: YV, Vincent (2002) tested for the presence of age-related measurement bias between adolescent male offenders and a large sample of adult male offenders. Results showed many items, particularly the behavioral items, were less discriminating at various levels of the latent trait for adolescents than for adults, suggesting age-related measurement bias primarily among the socially deviant behavioral items.

Schrum and Salekin (2006) were the first to utilize the GRM to examine the test and item functioning of all the 20 PCL: YV among a sample of adolescent girls ($N = 123$). Results showed that “callous/lack of empathy,” “conning/manipulative,” and “grandiose sense of self-worth” were the most discriminating items, whereas “poor anger control,” “shallow affect,” and “serious violations of conditional release” were the least discriminating items among the detained adolescent girls. There existed considerable variation of item difficulty among the PCL: YV items; “disorderliness,” “poor anger control,” and “juvenile delinquency” were the most frequently endorsed by clinicians rating adolescents, implying that the probability of receiving a high score on these items was high even for girls with low levels of the latent trait.

More recently, Dillard, Salekin, Barker, and Grimes (2012) explored the differential item functioning (DIF) of the 20 PCL: YV items among a sample of male ($n = 307$) and female ($n = 144$) juvenile offenders. Consistent with Schrum and Salekin (2006), “conning/manipulative” was found to be one of the most discriminating items for both boys and girls. However, there was DIF between boys versus girls for 11 of the 20 items. For example, “shallow affect” was found to be more discriminating for boys than for girls, whereas “impersonal sexual behavior” and “lacks goals” were better at differentiating among girls with varying levels of the latent trait than boys. These findings suggest that the PCL: YV items may demonstrate gender bias when assessing the latent psychopathy trait between adolescent boys and girls, which should be taken into consideration in the interpretation of the PCL: YV scoring. Nonetheless, further replication of these findings is needed to further our understanding of the item functioning of the PCL: YV across gender.

To the best of our knowledge, all published IRT studies on the PCL: YV and its adult counterpart, the PCL-R, applied Samejima’s (1969) graded response model (GRM; e.g., Bolt et al., 2004; Cooke & Michie, 1997, 1999; Cooke, Kosson, & Michie, 2001; Dillard et al., 2012; Hare, 2003; Schrum & Salekin, 2006). Although the GRM is applicable for items with ordered categorical responses, the GRM assumes that the probabilities of being rated in a higher category response increase as the latent psychopathy trait level increases. For a particular item, an individual with low latent trait levels should be less likely to receive a high category response (e.g., 1 vs. 0) than one with high latent trait levels. However, this hypothesized order may not be reflected in empirical data (Andrich, 2013). If the likelihoods of response categories do not increase with the latent trait level, at least one response option is never the most probable response, conditional on trait level (Andrich, 1988). For an item with “disordered thresholds,” the probability of receiving a higher category response (e.g., 1 vs. 0) may actually be higher for the individual with low latent trait levels. The GRM’s assumption of ordered category responses implies that the GRM is unable to detect “disordered threshold” cases.

In order to verify the order of category responses empirically, the generalized partial credit model (G-PCM; Muraki, 1993) can be used. The G-PCM, while assuming ordered category responses, does not force the values of the thresholds to be ordered, hence allowing the detection of “disordered thresholds.” The G-PCM is also appropriate for analyzing personality scale responses in which raters assess the extent to which items are useful in characterizing and scoring levels of a latent trait among individuals and, by
extension, testing whether the items and the assessment instrument may demonstrate bias when applied within different populations. Further details are described in the methods section.

The Current Study

The purpose of the present study was twofold. We aimed to examine how well the PCL: YV items functioned within a large sample of adolescent offenders ($N = 1,007$), and to test for potential DIF between justice involved boys and girls. This latter aim is important as much of the prior research has been limited in the ability to test for differential item functioning between boys and girls due to the limited sample sizes of girls (Dillard et al., 2012).

Method

Participants

Combining three research samples, this study utilized data from a total of 1,007 adolescent offenders. Sample 1 consisted of 327 postadjudication youth, recruited from maximum and minimum custody settings from British Columbia (Vincent, 2002). Sample 2 ($n = 241$) consisted of 120 youth from British Columbia (Penney & Moretti, 2007), and 121 from Virginia (Odgers, Moretti, & Reppucci, 2010). At the time of data collection, 60 were in an assessment unit, and 181 were postadjudication. Sample 3 ($n = 439$) included 139 adolescents from Florida and 300 from Alabama. At the time of data collection, 139 were at a court evaluation unit, and 300 were at pretrial detention (Dillard et al., 2012). The combined sample consisted of 615 boys and 392 girls, with ages ranging from 12 to 18 years. The majority of participants self-identified as Caucasian, with smaller percentages of Black, Native American/Aboriginal Canadian, and Hispanic. As shown in Table 1, there were no substantial differences between genders.

Measures

The latent trait of psychopathy was assessed with the PCL: YV (Forth et al., 2003) across all three studies. The PCL: YV consists of 20 items, designed for use with adolescents ranging from 12- to 18-years-old. The PCL: YV was scored by trained researchers, based on a semistructured interview with the youth and a review of available collateral information (e.g., school reports, criminal history). Each item was scored on a 3-point ordinal scale (0 = does not apply; 1 = applies to a certain extent; 2 = applies). A total PCL: YV score can be obtained by summing the 20 items, ranging from 0 to 40.

Generalized partial credit model (G-PCM; Muraki, 1993). Assuming that item $i$ is scored $x = 0 \ldots , m_i$ for an item with $K_i = m_i + 1$ response categories, the category response curves (CRCs), indicating the probability of a person to be scored in category $x$ on a $m_i$ step item conditional on trait level, are computed as:

$$P_{\delta_i}(\theta) = \frac{\exp \sum_{j=0}^{x} \alpha_i (\theta - \delta_{ij})}{\sum_{x=0}^{m_i} \exp \sum_{j=0}^{x} \alpha_i (\theta - \delta_{ij})}$$

where $\sum_{j=0}^{0} \alpha_i (\theta - \delta_{ij}) = 0$; $\alpha_i$ indicates the slope parameter for item $i$; $\delta_{ij}$ (j = 1 ... $m_i$) indicates the intersection point of two CRCs. At low latent trait levels, a person is most likely to get a score of 0 (does not apply). As the latent trait level increases along the scale continuum, the probability of receiving a score of 0 decreases, whereas the probability of receiving a score of 1 (applies to a certain extent) increases. At high levels of the latent trait, a score of 2 (applies) is the most likely outcome. The category intersection points ($\delta_{ij}$) indicates the corresponding trait levels where it is equally likely to get either score (i.e., 0 or 1, 1 or 2).

The slope parameters $\alpha_i$ indicate the extent of response category variations across items with changes in the latent trait level. Items with larger $\alpha_i$ values change more rapidly in item response probabilities across different trait levels (Embretson & Reise, 2000). The G-PCM will allow us to identify relatively effective items for measuring the latent trait of psychopathy, which may provide information regarding which characteristics are more important indicators of psychopathy within this sample. All item parameters in the G-PCM were estimated on a log-odds scale, using maximum likelihood in PARSCALE 4.1 (Muraki & Bock, 2003).

Differential item functioning. Concerns have been raised about whether the PCL: YV can be effectively used to assess psychopathy among adolescent boys versus girls (Dillard et al., 2012; Schrum & Salekin, 2006). If the relations between items and the latent trait of psychopathy are not equivalent between adolescent boys and girls, the measurement of the latent trait may not be “invariant” between gender groups. These items indicate differential item functioning (DIF), meaning the probabilities of being scored in different response categories are not the same for boys versus girls, despite having the same underlying trait level. Trait level estimates may be biased if the same item parameters are used for both gender groups (Embretson & Reise, 2000); as a result, a boy and a girl with the same underlying trait level of psychopathy may receive different scores on some PCL: YV items. Thus, clinicians and researchers may be generating biased PCL: YV scores that may, depending on the extent of the bias, render subsequent comparisons with respect to levels of psychopathy and subtypes across gender invalid.

To examine DIF, a multigroup IRT parameter calibration was conducted. Constraining the slope ($\alpha_i$) parameters to be the same for boys and girls, the category intersection ($\delta_{ij}$) parameters were estimated simultaneously, with boys serving as the reference group. The focal group adjustment approach (e.g., see Embretson & Reise, 2000) used in this study does not require anchoring items; all items in both groups can be assessed simultaneously. After adjusting for trait level differences (theta), significant differences in the category intersection parameters ($\delta_{ij}$) indicate DIF on items. This approach is different from the anchoring method (Thissen, Steinberg, & Gerrard, 1986) used in prior studies (e.g., Cooke & Michie, 1999), which focuses on some $k$ items while other $(k-1)$ items serve as anchor items.

---

1 Item functioning of the PCL: YV in Sample 3 has previously been published (Dillard et al., 2012). The findings were compared and discussed in the Discussion section.
were conducted on the 13 PCL: YV items. The three factors are hypothesized to assess arrogant and deceitful personality style (F1), deficient affective experience (F2), and impulsive and irresponsible lifestyle (F3; Cooke & Michie, 2001). Unidimensionality is an assumption of IRT analyses, indicating that there exists one underlying latent construct influencing item responses within the measure (Embretson & Reise, 2000). To examine whether the 13-item PCL: YV version should be treated as a unidimensional structure or three separate factors, the dimensionality of the PCL: YV was examined using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and multidimensional IRT (MIRT; in package “mirt”; Chalmers, 2012). The three-factor model (CFA results: CFI = .96, TLI = .97, RMSEA = .06, $\chi^2 = 240.28$; MIRT results: log likelihood = $-11793.61$, AIC = 23671.21, BIC = 23878.29) consistently showed a better fit than the one-factor model (CFA results: CFI = .94, TLI = .93, RMSEA = .08, $\chi^2 = 481.94$; MIRT results: log likelihood = $-11924.88$, AIC = 23927.76, BIC = 24120.05). Subsequent analyses were conducted separately for each of the three factors.

G-PCM Estimates

As previously described, the G-PCM estimates the slope parameters ($\alpha$) as well as the category intersection parameters ($\delta_{ij}$) of the PCL: YV items. The slope parameter estimates indicate the extent to which categorical responses vary as a function of differences in the latent trait. The intersection points ($\delta_{1i}$, $\delta_{2i}$) reflect the corresponding latent psychopathy level at which it is equally likely to get either score (0 or 1, 1 or 2). The slope parameter estimates ($\alpha$) indicated that the extent to which items are sensitive to varying latent trait levels of psychopathy were not uniform across the items within factors (see Table 3). The $\alpha$’s were, on average, larger for F1: arrogant and deceitful personality style ($\alpha$’s range from .59 to 1.18) and F2: deficient affective experience items ($\alpha$’s range from .46 to 1.59). Among them, “glibness/superficial charm” ($\alpha$ = 1.18) and “lack of remorse” ($\alpha$ = 1.59) were the most sensitive to changes across different latent psychopathy traits. The CRCs of these items were relatively steep, reflecting that small variations in the latent trait level were more likely to result in changes of the response categories (see Figure 1). On the other hand, F3: impulsive and irresponsible lifestyle items, with smaller slope parameters ($\alpha$’s range from .24 to .87), were less sensitive to changes across varying latent psychopathy traits. In particular, the corresponding CRCs of “lacks goals” ($\alpha$ = .24) and “parasitic lifestyle” ($\alpha$ = .42) were relatively flat; indicating larger variation in the latent trait was needed for changes in the response categories.

The category intersection parameters ($\delta_{ij}$) indicated that F3 items, with lower values, were observed relatively more frequently. More individuals were rated as 2 or 1, instead of 0 for these items. However, F1 were found to be observed relatively less frequently, with higher average values of $\delta_{ij}$’s. More participants received lower (a score of 0) rather than higher (a score of 2) ratings, indicating individuals needed to have higher levels of the latent trait in order to receive higher ratings of these items. The $\delta_{ij}$’s of the items within factors were

**Table 1**

**Demographics of Participants by Gender**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Boys ($n = 615$)</th>
<th>Girls ($n = 392$)</th>
<th>Total ($N = 1,007$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>50.25%</td>
<td>39.27%</td>
<td>45.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>26.32%</td>
<td>38.74%</td>
<td>31.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Canadian/American</td>
<td>9.17%</td>
<td>11.26%</td>
<td>9.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>8.32%</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
<td>6.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5.94%</td>
<td>6.28%</td>
<td>6.07%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Item descriptive statistics for the entire sample, and by gender, are presented in Table 2. As there remains some debate about the factor structure for the PCL: YV, with studies showing similar fit indices for the three-factor and four-factor models (see Jones et al., 2006; Neumann et al., 2006; Salekin et al., 2006; Vincent, 2002), we examined the model fit across models that imposed different factor structures using confirmatory factor analyses. Results showed that the 13-item, three-factor version of the PCL: YV represented the best fit to the data, $\chi^2(62) = 338.21$, CFI = .89, TLI = .87, RMSEA = .09; thus, the subsequent main analyses were conducted on the 13 PCL: YV items. The slope parameter estimates indicate the extent to which categories of responses vary as a function of differences in the latent trait. The intersection points ($\delta_{1i}$, $\delta_{2i}$) reflect the corresponding latent psychopathy level at which it is equally likely to get either score (0 or 1, 1 or 2).

As previously described, the G-PCM estimates the slope parameters ($\alpha$) as well as the category intersection parameters ($\delta_{ij}$) of the PCL: YV items. The slope parameter estimates indicate the extent to which categorical responses vary as a function of differences in the latent trait. The intersection points ($\delta_{1i}$, $\delta_{2i}$) reflect the corresponding latent psychopathy level at which it is equally likely to get either score (0 or 1, 1 or 2). Consequently, the G-PCM estimates the slope parameters ($\alpha$) that indicate the extent to which items are sensitive to varying latent trait levels of psychopathy were not uniform across the items within factors (see Table 3). The $\alpha$’s were, on average, larger for F1: arrogant and deceitful personality style ($\alpha$’s range from .59 to 1.18) and F2: deficient affective experience items ($\alpha$’s range from .46 to 1.59). Among them, “glibness/superficial charm” ($\alpha$ = 1.18) and “lack of remorse” ($\alpha$ = 1.59) were the most sensitive to changes across different latent psychopathy traits. The CRCs of these items were relatively steep, reflecting that small variations in the latent trait level were more likely to result in changes of the response categories (see Figure 1). On the other hand, F3: impulsive and irresponsible lifestyle items, with smaller slope parameters ($\alpha$’s range from .24 to .87), were less sensitive to changes across varying latent psychopathy traits. In particular, the corresponding CRCs of “lacks goals” ($\alpha$ = .24) and “parasitic lifestyle” ($\alpha$ = .42) were relatively flat; indicating larger variation in the latent trait was needed for changes in the response categories.

The category intersection parameters ($\delta_{ij}$) indicated that F3 items, with lower values, were observed relatively more frequently. More individuals were rated as 2 or 1, instead of 0 for these items. However, F1 were found to be observed relatively less frequently, with higher average values of $\delta_{ij}$’s. More participants received lower (a score of 0) rather than higher (a score of 2) ratings, indicating individuals needed to have higher levels of the latent trait in order to receive higher ratings of these items. The $\delta_{ij}$’s of the items within factors were

2 Confirmatory factor analyses were conducted on the (a) 20-item, one-factor model, $\chi^2(170) = 1346.79$, CFI = .82, TLI = .80, RMSEA = .09; (b) Hare’s (2003) 18-item, four-factor model, where two of the items do not load onto any of the four factors, $\chi^2(129) = 717.82$, CFI = .91, TLI = .90, RMSEA = .07; (c) Cooke and Michie’s (2001) 13-item, three-factor model, $\chi^2(62) = 338.21$, CFI = .94, TLI = .92, RMSEA = .07; and (d) 13-item, one-factor model, assuming unidimensionality for the 13 items, $\chi^2(65) = 641.41$, CFI = .87, TLI = .85, RMSEA = .10. In the absence of evidence supporting predictive validity (e.g., information about future antisocial behavior, arrest records), the examination of whether the proposed factor structure(s) is valid for the PCL: YV is beyond the scope of the current study. The CFAs provided here aim to identify the best factor model for subsequent IRT analyses.

The GRM was also applied to examine the item properties of the PCL: YV items in the current study. Model fit was examined using the AIC and BIC. Compared with the G-PCM (AICs = 7458.36, 7693.40, 9637.58, for F1, F2, and F3, respectively), results showed that sometimes the G-PCM fits better, and sometimes the GRM fits better for the data (AICs = 7408.402, 7640.45, 9566.64; BICs = 7458.36, 7693.40, 9637.58, for F1, F2, and F3, respectively). The small differences in fit indices between the GRM and G-PCM suggest the GRM is not necessarily a better fit for the data (Kass & Raferty, 1995). Due to limited space, results of the GRM were not reported; however, all estimated parameters were similar, and the DIF results in the same direction, with nearly identical if not identical magnitudes between the GRM and G-PCM.
relatively well spread across the latent trait, meaning that increase in the latent trait level was reflected with the increased likelihood of receiving higher ratings on the items.

### Differential Item Functioning Across Boys Versus Girls

To examine whether the estimated latent trait levels were comparable for justice involved boys versus girls, the 13 PCL: YV items were examined for DIF, with boys as the reference group and girls as the comparison group. We fixed the slope parameter ($\alpha_i$) to be the same for boys and girls and allowed the category intersection parameters ($\delta_{ij}$) to be free to vary. Results showed some variability in item functioning between boys and girls in the PCL: YV items (see Table 4). The CRCs of selected items, plotted separately for boys and girls, were shown in Figure 2.

For items that showed similar item functioning between genders, the changes in the likelihoods in response categories, and the probabilities of being rated in a particular response category, were similar for adolescent boys and girls. The CRCs of boys and girls for these items overlapped almost perfectly, demonstrating almost invariant item functioning between genders.

Significant differences in item functioning were found for “grandiose sense of self-worth,” “failure to accept responsibility,” “lack goals,” and “impulsivity.” With boys as the reference group, the CRCs of “failure to accept responsibility” and “impulsivity” were shifted slightly to the right for boys (Figure 2, bottom panel). For these items, when boys and girls were at similar latent trait levels, it was more likely for girls to receive a high rating (2 vs. 1, and 1 vs. 0) than boys. These average item scores, in raw scale units, were slightly higher for girls than boys (see Table 2). Characteristics of “failure to accept responsibility” and “impulsivity” were rated as “applicable” more frequently for girls than boys. With increased probability of receiving higher scores even at lower levels of the latent trait, these features were observed relatively more frequently for girls than for boys. Conversely, the CRCs of “grandiose sense of self-worth” and “lacks goals” were shifted to the right for girls (Figure 2, bottom panel). At a given latent trait level, boys were more likely to be rated higher on these items than girls. These average item scores, in raw scale units, were slightly higher for girls than boys (see Table 2).

### Discussion

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the item properties and functioning of the PCL: YV for justice involved boys and girls within one of the largest samples of adolescents assembled to date. Results showed that there were slight differences in discrimination abilities across the PCL: YV items. Items assessing arrogant and deceitful personality style and deficient affective experience were
relatively better at discriminating different levels of the psychopathy trait, meaning that adolescents with different psychopathy trait levels are likely to receive different scores (higher scores for those with stronger endorsement of psychopathy, and vice versa) on these items. On the other hand, impulsive and irresponsible lifestyle items were relatively less discriminating, suggesting that similar scores may be given to adolescents, regardless of their level of psychopathy trait. Findings also indicated that impulsive and irresponsible lifestyle items were endorsed by clinicians to describe adolescents relatively more frequently, whereas other items (“grandiose sense of self-worth” and “lack goals”) were more commonly endorsed for boys versus girls at similar trait levels. Among adolescents with similar latent trait levels, raters characterized girls as more irresponsible and impulsive, whereas boys were more likely to be assessed as having features of grandiose sense of self-worth and lacking goals (again vs. girls at similar trait levels). Compared with boys with similar latent trait levels of psychopathy, it is possible that raters observed certain features indicative of the latent psychopathy trait relatively less frequently in girls. Although such biases may reflect differential gender norms for boys and girls among raters, it seems unlikely that all raters across the three samples were consistently biased in their scorings on these specific behaviors. However, further research is warranted to examine potential rater effects on the PCL: YV.

It is also recommended that results from the current DIF analysis be interpreted with caution. Some PCL: YV items showed weak communality and weak factor loadings (e.g., “lacks goals,” “failure to accept responsibility for own actions”), suggesting weak coherence within the hypothesized underlying factors (see Table 3). We note that extracting meaningful comparisons of DIF for these items under such conditions may not be viable. The gender-related variability found should be interpreted as preliminary findings and for guiding refinements to the instrument. Results reported here require replication in other samples to render such gender differences reliable.

**Limitations**

Despite the large sample size and novel application of IRT methods to examine the functioning of the PCL: YV, this study also had several limitations. First, the extent to which the PCL: YV...
measures the latent trait of psychopathy among adolescents remains unclear. As with all psychological assessment instruments, there exists discrepancy between the latent construct and the operationalization of measurement; one cannot be absolutely certain how well the PCL: YV items actually measure the “real,” underlying construct of psychopathic personality. Second, the current study did not take into account potential variations in predictive outcomes for different items. The inclusion of outcome variables (e.g., offending) would have allowed us to evaluate the possibility that items differed in their prediction of various outcome variables. Such findings could potentially help identify the “best” or “most crucial” items for assessing psychopathy among adolescents. Third, differences in the base rates of items may have reflected differential gender norms for adolescent boys and girls. As the current study merged samples from diverse locations, it is possible that the training of interviewers and/or the reliability of coding might have differed across sites (although training on the assessment of the PCL: YV was conducted by the same individual for three of the four sites). However, the assessments of rater bias and/or potential site effects were beyond the scope of the present study, such effects should be examined in future studies.

Implications

Gender related differential functioning of PCL: YV items raised questions as to whether the total scores are indicative of the similar underlying latent trait levels for girls and boys, and more importantly, whether the PCL: YV, was measuring psychopathy among justice involved adolescent boys versus girls in the same way. It is possible that the opposing direction of DIF across items may

---

Figure 1. Category response curves of PCL: YV items. Solid line: 0 = does not apply; Dashed line: 1 = applies to a certain extent; Dotted line: 2 = applies.
cancel out when computing the total score, such that the overall
effect of DIF on the total PCL: YV scores could be negligible
(Cooke et al., 2001). One may argue that such a view fails to
consider that items are indicative of different PCL: YV factors and
thus gender related bias may result in inaccurate interpretation of
factor scores or the test profile. This point is well taken; however,
within the existing assessment framework, the effect of item func-
tioning differences on the expected total PCL: YV scores are

Table 4
Differential Item Functioning for Boys and Girls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Boys (n = 614)</th>
<th>Girls (n = 384)</th>
<th>( \beta_{\text{boys}} - \beta_{\text{girls}} )</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope parameter constrained to be the same between boys and girls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Glibness/superficial charm</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Grandiose sense of self-worthe*</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Pathological lying</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Conning/manipulative</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location parameter; ( \delta_1 ); ( \delta_2 ) = intersection parameters.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Lack of remorse or guilt</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Shallow affect*</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Callous/lack of empathy</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Failure to accept responsibility for own actions*</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Need for stimulation</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Parasitic lifestyle</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Lacks goals*</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>-1.58</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Impulsivity*</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Irresponsibility</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>-1.93</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \( \alpha \) = slope parameter; \( \beta \) = location parameter; \( \delta_1 \); \( \delta_2 \) = intersection parameters.

* Slope parameter constrained to be the same between boys and girls.  
  \( -2 \log \text{Likelihood} = 7300.38 \).  
  \( -2 \log \text{Likelihood} = 7524.84 \).  
  \( -2 \log \text{Likelihood} = 9392.77 \).  
  Significant differential item functioning in the estimated location parameters (\( \beta \)).

Figure 2. Selected items with/without significant differential item functioning for boys (solid lines) and girls (dotted lines). Top panel: Selected items that showed no significant differential item functioning between boys and girls. Bottom Panel: Factor 2 and 3 items that showed significant differential item functioning between boys and girls. Items 2 and 13 were found to relatively more common for boys, as indicated by the slight shift of the CRCs to the left. Items 16 and 14 were found to be relatively less common for boys, as indicated by the slight shift of the CRCs to the right.
expected to be only modest. Nonetheless, given the importance placed on assessing psychopathy in adolescents, particularly in juvenile justice contexts, further research is required to better understand the similarity and difference in the construct of psychopathy between genders.

An important issue for future research will be to examine whether certain items are better (or worse) in predicting particular outcomes (e.g., violence, recidivism) between adolescent boys and girls. If the construct of psychopathy manifests in different behavior characteristics among boys and girls, it is possible that items that are more discriminative for one gender may also be more predictive of negative outcomes for that group.

Results from the current study also highlighted the need to improve the assessment of the latent trait of psychopathy using the PCL: YV. As many of the PCL: YV items were “inherited” from the PCL-R, the extent to which the features indicative of psychopathy in adults can be extended to adolescents remain unclear (see Vincent et al., 2008 for a fuller discussion of this point). First, we urge researchers to examine whether the PCL: YV items function differently between justice versus nonjustice involved adolescents. Assuming the latent trait of psychopathy is much less prominent among adolescents outside of the justice system, items that are more sensitive to variations in the latent trait of psychopathy would be more informative in the assessment of psychopathy. Second, the current ordinal response categories of the PCL: YV may not be sensitive to changes in the features indicative of the psychopathy trait. It is also possible that the difference between categories 0 and 1 is much bigger (or smaller) than that between Categories 1 and 2, and such differences may not be consistent across items and/or among raters, resulting in potential bias in the scoring of PCL: YV items. If the response categories can be revised to be more sensitive to changes in the observed characteristics (e.g., interval scaling), the reliability of the PCL: YV may be substantially improved.

Although previous studies utilized the GRM (e.g., Dillard et al., 2012; Schrum & Salekin, 2006) to examine item functioning of the PCL: YV items, their results were compared with the current findings using the G-PCM. Consistent with previous studies, “glibness/superficial charm or impression management” and “parasitic lifestyle” were also not commonly used by raters to describe offending adolescents in the current study (Dillard et al., 2012; Schrum & Salekin, 2006). We acknowledge these behaviors may reflect stable personality traits indicative of psychopathy among adults; however, as the personality traits of adolescents are still developing, it is possible that such characteristics are not sophisticated enough among delinquent youth to be apparent to raters, making them less likely to receive high scores on these items. Alternatively, these items may require more revision of the item descriptions in the manual in order to be developmentally appropriate. Consistent with previous findings, “grandiose sense of self-worth” and “callous/lack of empathy” were among the items that are most sensitively reflect changes in the latent psychopathy traits among offending girls than boys (Dillard et al., 2012; Schrum & Salekin, 2006). In addition, “shallow affect” was found to be applied more frequently for justice involved boys versus girls, whereas “failure to accept responsibility” was applied more frequently to girls versus boys at similar levels of the latent trait (Dillard et al., 2012). “Lacks goals” and “impulsivity” were previously found to exhibit no substantial gender differences (Dillard et al., 2012); however, our findings with the G-PCM suggested that “lacks goals” was more commonly applied to describe boys, whereas “impulsivity” was more commonly endorsed to describe girls versus boys. Although the sources of the differences in findings are not known, our findings, consistent with prior studies, indicated that item properties of the PCL: YV items are not invariant. Further research is required to investigate DIF with a variety of IRT models in the PCL: YV among diverse samples of adolescents.

The current study is the first to utilize the G-PCM to examine the item properties of the PCL: YV. Although in the previous section, attempts were made to compare the present findings with existing literature, caution is warranted in such comparisons, as the two IRT models (G-PCM and GRM) are not directly comparable, particularly across samples. As such, future research is needed to examine whether or not item properties of the PCL: YV remain invariant across age groups. Longitudinal studies are also needed to explore whether or not item properties remain consistent between the PCL: YV and the adult PCL-R within samples. Although both instruments were developed to assess the construct of psychopathy, it is possible that certain items may be more relevant for identifying psychopathic features among adolescents, whereas others are better among adults.
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